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Abstract Acoustic emission (AE) and radial shrinkage

were compared between fully saturated fresh and pre-dried

Norway spruce sapwood during dehydration at ambient

temperature. Hydraulic conductivity measurements, ana-

tomical investigations on bordered pits and X-ray com-

puted tomography (CT) scans were done to search for

possible AE sources other than the breakage of the water

columns inside the tracheids. Both fresh and pre-dried

specimens showed radial shrinkage due to drying surface

layers right from the beginning of dehydration, which

induced almost no AE. Whereas no dimensional changes

occurred in pre-dried wood thereafter, fresh wood showed

a rapid shrinkage increase starting at 25% relative water

loss. This dimensional change ceased when further mois-

ture got lost and was even partially reversed. AE of fresh

wood showed much higher activity and energy, which is a

waveform feature that describes the strength of the acoustic

signal. Extremely high single AE energy events were

detected at this critical stage of dehydration. After partial

recovery from shrinkage, neither dimensional changes nor

AE activity showed differences between fresh and pre-

dried wood after more than 80% relative moisture loss. Our

results suggested that fresh sapwood is more prone to

dehydration stresses than pre-dried sapwood. Differences

in AE and shrinkage behavior might be due to the weak-

ening or distortion of the pit membranes (cavitation fati-

gue), pit aspiration, structural changes of the cell walls and

micro-checks, which occurred during the first dehydration

cycle.
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Introduction

In many conifer species, dehydration stress leads to a loss

in mechanical strength in re-wetted wood due to structural

changes of the tracheid walls and micro-cracks (Müller

et al. 2004; Nair et al. 2009; Sakagami et al. 2007, 2009).

In conduits that still contain free water, high negative

pressures that develop during dehydration can induce a

weakening or distortion of the pit membranes (Hacke et al.

2001; Sperry et al. 2003; Domec et al. 2006) or irreversible

aspiration of the bordered pits (Liese and Bauch 1967;

Greaves 1973; Domec et al. 2006). Permanent closure of

bordered pits during heartwood formation minimizes the

permeability of conifer wood (Hansmann et al. 2002) and

might as well affect the shrinkage behavior. Heartwood, for
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example, does not contribute to diameter changes of wood

logs at moderate moisture loss (Irvine and Grace 1997).

Cell wall shrinkage is initiated when the moisture con-

tent of single tracheids drops below fiber saturation: that is,

when the conduit contains no longer free water but the cell

walls are fully saturated with liquid (Stamm 1971; Skaar

1988; Berry and Roderick 2005). The cellulose microfibrils

of the tracheid walls are embedded in an amorphous

matrix. When the matrix loses water, it tends to contract

isotropically. In resisting this contraction, the microfibrils

deform the matrix (Barber and Meylan 1964). Dimensional

changes can however be observed long before most of the

tracheids reach fiber saturation. Recently, we investigated

the radial shrinkage behavior of fresh Norway spruce

sapwood from full saturation till the cessation of shrinkage

at ambient climatic conditions (Rosner et al. 2009).

Dimensional changes induced by negative pressures of free

water within the tracheids can be found already at moderate

moisture losses (Irvine and Grace 1997; Perré 2007).

Similar dimensional changes can be observed as diurnal

stem diameter changes in living trees out in the field (Neher

1993; Herzog et al. 1996; Offenthaler et al. 2001; Perämäki

et al. 2001; Zweifel et al. 2001; Ueda and Shibata 2001;

Conejero et al. 2007). Negative hydrostatic pressures act-

ing perpendicular to the cell walls try to draw the walls

inward. When the negative pressure becomes too high, the

water column will break leading to a sudden stress release

(Tyree and Sperry 1989; Tyree and Zimmermann 2002).

Shrinkage of fresh Norway spruce wood at moderate

moisture loss was therefore found to be reversible to some

extent (Rosner et al. 2009). This reversibility is not due to

cell wall rewetting of the outer parts of the specimen by

movement of free water from the inner wood parts, because

wood moisture near the specimen surface of Norway

spruce wood does not increase during a dehydration cycle

(Tarmian et al. 2009). The dimensional change due to

negative hydrostatic pressure is only partly reversible

because it is masked by cell wall shrinkage during late

dehydration stages, when the drier shell of the specimen

reaches water contents below fiber saturation. After the

shrinkage recovery peak, cell wall shrinkage is initiated

when most of the tracheids reach fiber saturation (Rosner

et al. 2009).

Drying checks develop because fiber saturation is

reached far earlier in the shell than in the core of a spec-

imen and because wood is an anisotropic material con-

cerning cell wall shrinkage (Skaar 1988; Simpson and

TenWolde 1999; Sakagami et al. 2009). Some authors

suggest, however, that internal checking can be induced as

well by the negative pressure of free water because

checking occurs long before most cells reach fiber satura-

tion (Quarles 1992; Booker 1994; Ball et al. 2005).

Acoustic emission (AE) testing is a useful tool for

optimizing lumber drying conditions, where the analysis of

the amplitude or energy distribution of AE signals has been

successfully used to pinpoint internal checking (Beall

2002; Kawamoto and Williams 2002; Beall et al. 2005).

The bulk of ultrasonic AE ([15 kHz) during lumber drying

is induced by the breakage of the water columns inside the

tracheids due to high negative hydrostatic pressures (Tyree

et al. 1984; Kawamoto and Williams 2002). The sudden

stress release induces AE with the highest amplitudes in the

range of 100–300 kHz (Sandford and Grace 1985; Tyree

and Sperry 1989; Tyree and Zimmermann 2002). Crack

formation during dehydration is indicated by a high AE

burst rate and by AE signals with very high amplitudes or

energies (Quarles 1992; Niemz et al. 1994; Cunderlik et al.

1996; Beall et al. 2005).

Combined shrinkage and AE tests from the fully satu-

rated state to the end of shrinkage are scarce in literature

(Rosner 2007; Rosner et al. 2009). In this study, we tested if

pre-dried fully saturated Norway spruce sapwood shows the

same dimensional changes during dehydration as never-

dried fresh sapwood. Acoustic emissions feature analysis

was used to detect periods of severe dehydration stress.

Hydraulic conductivity measurements, anatomical investi-

gations and X-ray computed tomography scans were done

to relate possible differences in the shrinkage behavior to

cavitation fatigue, defined as a weakening of the pit mem-

brane for avoiding the breakage of the water columns, to

aspiration of bordered pits and to mechanical failure.

Materials and methods

Preparation of standard beams

Wood specimens came from two 50-year-old healthy,

dominating Norway spruce (Picea abies (L.) Karst.) har-

vested in Prinzersdorf (Lower Austria) in June 2008 and

July 2009. Wood bole segments, 20 cm in length, were

taken immediately after felling at 3–4 m height from the

ground. During transport to the laboratory, the bole seg-

ments were kept wet in plastic bags containing some fresh

water. Wood bole segments were debarked and split along

the grain. Split samples from the tree harvested in July

2009 were stored frozen at -18�C until further preparation

steps (Mayr et al. 2003, Rosner et al. 2006).

Outer sapwood specimens with a transverse surface of

about 0.9 9 0.9 cm were isolated by splitting the wood

along the grain with a chisel. Tangential and radial faces of

the beams were planed on a sliding microtome. Specimens

were shortened on a band saw, and sample ends were re-cut

using a razor blade. During all these steps, the wood

specimens were kept wet. Green wood specimens were

then soaked in distilled water under vacuum for 24 h to
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refill embolized tracheids (Hietz et al. 2008) and afterward

stored at 4�C in degassed water containing 0.01 vol.%

Micropur (Katadyn Products Inc., Switzerland) to prevent

microbial growth. The final standard shape of the speci-

mens was 0.6 cm tangential, 0.6 cm radial and 10.0 cm

longitudinal in dimension.

AE and shrinkage testing

AE and shrinkage testing was performed on dehydrating

fully soaked fresh sapwood specimens. After dehydration,

pre-dried specimens were re-soaked in distilled water

under vacuum for at least 96 h (Hietz et al. 2008) and a

second round of AE and shrinkage testing was started when

the specimen reached its former saturated weight. Fresh

and pre-dried wood specimens were dehydrated for 24 h at

ambient climatic conditions (25�C, 30% RH) to the equi-

librium moisture content of 9.5 ± 0.2%.

AE (acoustic emission) was monitored with the

lDiSPTM Digital AE system from Physical Acoustics

Corporation (Princeton Jct, PA, USA). Preamplifiers (40 dB)

were used in connection with resonant 150 kHz R15C

transducers with a standard frequency range of 50–

200 kHz. Data were recorded with a detection threshold of

30 dB (0 dB = 1 lV input). The AE energy, also referred

to as ‘‘energy counts’’, is dimensionless and calculated

from the area of the rectified voltage signal over the

duration of the AE signal.

AE transducers were positioned on the tangential face of

fully saturated standard beams using an acrylic resin clamp,

which is described in detail in Rosner et al. (2009). Silicone

paste (Wacker, Burghausen, Germany) served as a cou-

pling agent. The sample was positioned on a sample holder

fixed on a compression spring. The compression spring

below the sample holder was used to minimize the decrease

in contact pressure during the wood shrinkage processes.

Wood shrinkage was assessed by a load cell (DMS, Type

8416-5500, range 0–500 N; amplification with an inline

amplifier for DMS, Type 9235; Burster, Gernsbach, Ger-

many) between the AE transducer and the screw of the

acrylic resin clamp. Contact pressure between transducer

and wood was set to 30 N (Jackson and Grace 1996; Beall

2002) and the clamp assembly was kept so deep in water

that the wood sample was totally covered till the applied

pressure reached a constant value, which was achieved

after less than 20 min, corresponding to observations by

Cheng et al. (2004). After quickly removing superficial

water from the assembly and the wood, recording of AE

and coupling pressure was started. The clamp assemblage

was positioned on a balance (resolution 10-3 g, Sartorius,

Göttingen, Germany) and water loss was quantified auto-

matically every 10 min. AE and shrinkage testing was done

until the contact pressure reached a constant value, which

took less than 24 h. Cumulated radial shrinkage (given in

negative percent values) was calculated for 10-min time

steps by relating the total radial shrinkage (digital gauge,

accuracy 1 lm, Mitutoyo Corporation, Japan) to the total

coupling pressure decrease (Rosner et al. 2009).

Dry weight (DW) of the wood beams was obtained by

drying wood specimens after the second AE and shrinkage

testing round at 103�C to constant weight to calculate the

relative water loss (R). R (%) was calculated as: (1-(FW-

DW)/(SW-DW)) 9 100, where FW was the fresh weight

at varying moisture content and SW the weight at full

saturation. Radial shrinkage was referred to the nearest 5%

R step. Analysis of contact pressure and AE data filtering

was achieved with Vallen VisualAETM software (Vallen

Systeme GMbH, Munich, Germany). AE signals that pas-

sed the detection threshold only twice were excluded from

analysis (Rosner et al. 2009). A mean AE energy value was

calculated for 10-min time steps. Cumulative AE and AE

Energy were referred to the nearest 5% R step.

Hydraulic conductivity and vulnerability of fresh

and pre-dried sapwood

Specific hydraulic conductivity was determined on satu-

rated fresh and on saturated pre-dried standard wood beams

by means of the modified Sperry apparatus designed by

Mayr (2002) equipped with membrane-lined pressure

sleeves (Spicer and Gartner 1998). Conductivity measure-

ments were carried out under a hydraulic pressure head of

5.4 kPa with distilled, filtered (0.22 lm) and degassed

water containing 0.005 vol.% Micropur. Specific hydraulic

conductivity (ks) is defined as:

ks½m2 s�1 MPa�1� ¼ Q� l� A�1
s � DP�1;

where Q is the volume flow rate [m3 s-1], l is the length of

the segment [m], As is the sapwood cross-sectional area

[m2], and DP is the pressure difference between the two

ends of the segment [MPa]. Conductivity data were cor-

rected to 20�C to account for the temperature dependence

of fluid viscosity.

Hydraulic vulnerability was tested on a parallel sample

set of five fresh and five pre-dried re-saturated standard

beams, which were produced from the Norway spruce tree

harvested in 2009. Vulnerability curves for trunk wood

were obtained with the method described in Domec and

Gartner (2001). After determination of the saturated weight

and the conductivity at full saturation, air overpressure was

applied to the lateral sides of the specimens, while the

transverse ends protruded from a double-ended pressure

chamber (PMS Instruments Co., Corvallis, Oregon). After

pressure treatment, the specimens were weighed and put in

distilled water for 30 min. After re-cutting, the specimen

hydraulic conductivity was measured again. Initially, the
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pressure chamber was pressurized to 1 MPa, and the

pressure was subsequently increased after each conduc-

tivity measurement in steps of 1 MPa until more than 90%

loss of conductivity (PLC) was reached. Hydraulic vul-

nerability curves were fitted by cubic functions to calculate

the pressure at which 50 PLC occurred. Dry weight was

obtained by drying wood specimens at 103�C to constant

weigh and R was calculated.

Anatomical investigations

Fully saturated fresh and pre-dried wood specimens were

dehydrated in ethanol and embedded in Technovit 7100

(Heraeus Kulzer GmbH, Wehrheim, Germany). Semi-thin

sections (1–3 lm) were made on a Reichert Jung Rotocut

microtome (Modell 1165, Nußloch, Germany) using a

Kulzer Histoknife H (Heraeus Kulzer GmbH, Wehrheim,

Germany). Sections were stained with toluidine blue

(Riedel-de Haen, Seelze, Germany) and mounted in Entellan

(Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). Bordered pits were

observed with a Leica DM4000M microscope equipped

with a Leica DFC320 R2 digital camera and Leica IM 500

Image Manager image analyzing software (Leica, Wetzlar,

Germany).

Scans of dried fresh samples by X-ray computed

tomography

For the investigation of the dried fresh samples, a volume

of about 7 9 7 9 7 mm3 was scanned by the nonde-

structive testing method of X-ray computed tomography

(CT). The X-ray tomograms were scanned using a

Nanotom 180NF CT device constructed by GE phoenix/

X-ray (Wunstorf, Germany) with a 180 kV nano focus

tube and a 2300 9 2300 pixel Hamamatsu detector

(Hamamatsu City, Japan). The target used was made of

molybdenum. The used resolution (voxel size) was

4.5 lm, the voltage at the nano focus tube was 55 kV, the

measurement current 250 lA, the integration time at the

detector 500 ms and the number of projections 1,700.

These parameters lead to measurement time of about

100 min. CT data were reconstructed by using the

Nanotom reconstruction software. Further artifact cor-

rection such as beam-hardening correction of the CT data

or any kind of filter methods to reduce the noise was not

applied.

The CT data were evaluated by the commercial software

VGStudio Max v2.0 written by Volume Graphics GmbH

(Heidelberg, Germany). For further evaluation of the CT

data, image stacks (file format: TIFF) with a step size of

10 lm were exported. The images of such an image stack

can be viewed with a simple image viewer integrated in

nearly every operating systems of a PC.

Specimen number and statistics

AE feature extraction, shrinkage assessment and flow

experiments were performed on nine mature fresh and

refilled sapwood specimens, respectively. Hydraulic vul-

nerability was tested on five fresh and refilled sapwood

beams, respectively. Anatomical investigations were done

on a selected sample set of three fresh and refilled wood

beams, respectively. CT scans were done on three air-dried

fresh wood specimens. Statistical analysis was carried out

with SPSS� 12.0. Values are given as mean ± standard

error (SE). Mean values were tested for significance with

the t test for independent samples, after analysis of vari-

ance and checking for normal distribution. Data sets with

no normal distribution were tested for significant differ-

ences with the Mann–Whitney U test. Differences between

mean values and relationships were accepted as significant

if P was \ 0.05.

Results

Dimensional changes and ultrasound acoustic

emissions

Shrinkage experiments and AE testing were started in fresh

and pre-dried wood at full saturation, which corresponded

to 168.8 ± 1.3% moisture content. Both fresh and pre-

dried specimens showed radial shrinkage due to drying

surface layers right from the beginning of dehydration.

This process induced almost no AE (Figs. 1, 2). In fresh

wood, dimensional changes temporarily stabilized when

the first AE was detected and reached thereafter a steeper

slope at 24.5 ± 1.7% relative water loss (R). In pre-dried

wood, radial dimension showed only a slight but continu-

ous decrease (Fig. 2a). Maximum cumulated dimensional

changes during this dehydration stage were two times

higher in fresh than in pre-dried wood (1.26 ± 0.14%,

0.59 ± 0.05%, P \ 0.001, Fig. 2a). In fresh dehydrating

wood, very high single AE energies were measured at

moderate water losses (Fig. 1a). Maximum AE energy/

10 min was therefore much higher in fresh than in pre-

dried wood (2.9 ± 0.2, 0.8 ± 0.1, P \ 0.0001, Fig. 2c).

Dimensional changes at moderate water losses were to

40.0 ± 6.8% reversible in both fresh and re-wetted wood

(Fig. 2a).

Cell wall shrinkage started after the shrinkage recovery

peak, in fresh wood at 73.9 ± 2.1% R and in pre-dried

wood at 74.8 ± 2.4% R (Fig. 2a). Around the shrinkage

recovery peak, single high energy AE events were detected

in both fresh and pre-dried specimens. In fresh wood

specimens, AE energies did not reach as high values as

those detected at moderate moisture loss (Fig. 1a, b).
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The total number of AE (numbers in 105 counts) was

significantly higher in fresh than in pre-dried wood

(4.1 ± 0.2, 2.1 ± 0.1, P \ 0.0001, Fig. 2b).

Impact of drying on hydraulic vulnerability

and conductivity

In pre-dried sapwood, the application of 2 MPa positive

pressure resulted in a much higher relative release of water

(26.1 ± 1.1%, 13.8 ± 1.6%, P \ 0.001, Fig. 3a) and loss of

conductivity (66.1 ± 3.6%, 45.0 ± 2.6%, P \ 0.01, Fig. 3b)

than in fresh sapwood. In pre-dried wood, much less positive

pressure was therefore necessary to result in 50% loss of

conductivity (1.5 ± 0.1 MPa, 2.0 ± 0.1 MPa, P \ 0.01).

Bordered pits in the earlywood of fresh sapwood speci-

mens were not aspirated. The pit membrane was positioned

in the middle of the pit chamber allowing unrestricted water

transport through the margo of the pit membrane (Fig. 4a–c).

In pre-dried wood, however, a high number of bordered pits

were found to be permanently aspirated. Especially in the

first formed earlywood tracheids, the torus, which is the

thickened middle part of the pit membrane, was pressed

against the overarching pit border (Fig. 4d–e). Bordered pits

in the later formed earlywood and latewood remained open;

the pit membrane was located in the middle of the pit

chamber (Fig. 4f). The tight sealing of the first formed ear-

lywood tracheids should lead to an impairment of hydraulic

conductivity. Accordingly, specific hydraulic conductivity

was much higher in saturated fresh sapwood than in saturated

pre-dried sapwood (24.0 ± 3.23 m2 s-1 MPa-1 9 10-4,

3.2 ± 0.6 m2 s-1 MPa-1 9 10-4, P \ 0.0001).

Mechanical failure assessed by X-ray computed

tomography (CT) scanning

An overview of a transverse CT scan is given in Fig. 5a.

Light areas represent the dense latewood, darker regions

less dense earlywood, and black areas air. We could not

detect cracks with the resolution of 4.5 lm used for CT

scanning. Radial resin canals might be misinterpreted as

radial checks (Fig. 5b–d). When analyzing 10 lm CT

stacks in the radial and tangential direction it however

turned out that resin canals had a wider diameter at the

transition zone between earlywood and the latewood

formed in the previous year (Fig. 5b–d) and at locations

with density variations (Fig. 5c).
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Discussion

Fresh sapwood was more prone to dehydration stress than

pre-dried sapwood because we detected a lower number of

AE with lower AE energies and measured a higher per-

centage of dimensional changes at moderate water losses. It

is supposed that the dimensional change of fresh wood

during early dehydration stages was merely induced by the

negative pressure of free water inside the capillaries

(Rosner et al. 2009). The negative pressure is released

when it comes to the breakage of the water column (Irvine

and Grace 1997; Offenthaler et al. 2001; Perré 2007). Fully

saturated pre-dried wood showed a quite different behavior

than fresh wood: the radial dimensions remained more

stable till the initiation of the cell wall shrinkage process.

Differences in AE and dimensional changes between fresh

and pre-dried sapwood could have their causes in pit

functioning and mechanical failure.

In spruce sapwood, earlywood pits of the first formed

earlywood cell rows become irreversibly aspirated after

dehydration, meaning that the pit membranes are perma-

nently closed (Liese and Bauch 1967). The hydraulic

conductivity at full saturation was therefore much lower in

pre-dried than in fresh spruce wood. Conifer earlywood

and latewood operate with different strategies of xylem

safety for avoiding embolism. Whereas relatively mild

drought stress leads to pit aspiration in earlywood trac-

heids, high tensions in latewood result rather in air seeding

through pit membrane pores than in membrane closure of

the pits (Gartner 1995; Hacke and Sperry 2001; Domec and

Gartner 2002). If pit aspiration was a rapid process, it could

be an AE source in fresh wood. Permanently closed pits in

pre-dried wood will then produce no AE during the second

dehydration cycle. Differences in the dimensional changes
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Fig. 4 Semi-thin transverse

sections of fresh Norway spruce

earlywood (a–c), pre-dried

earlywood (d–e) and pre-dried

wood from the earlywood–

latewood transition zone (f).
Arrows point at the darker

stained torus of the pit

membrane because toluidine

blue stained the torus in dark

lilac, which gave a strong

contrast to the light blue-stained

pit chamber walls and

secondary cell walls of the

tracheids. Reference bars
represent 50 lm (a), 30 lm

(b–d), 20 lm (e) and 10 lm (f)

Fig. 5 X-ray CT scans of fresh

dehydrated standard beams of

Norway spruce. Arrows point at

wood rays containing radial

resin canals. Reference bars
represent 1 mm (a), 200 lm

(b, c) and 100 lm (d)
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between fresh and pre-dried wood at moderate moisture

loss might be partly explained by differences in the elastic

stress response to negative pressure. Tensile stresses

induced by negative pressures should be easier transmitted

throughout free water in the wood via open earlywood pits.

Pre-dried sapwood resembles somehow heartwood, where

tracheids lose their function of water conductance due to

pit aspiration (Hansmann et al. 2002). Heartwood does not

contribute to the dimensional changes induced by negative

pressures (Irvine and Grace 1997) probably because the

conduits contain no or only a low amount of free storage

water inside the conduits. But even if conduits would refill

through the cell walls, pit aspiration might be advantageous

for avoiding internal checking in living trees by reducing

daily stem diameter variations. Booker (1994) supposed

that sapwood within-ring internal checking was caused by

water tension and not by differential shrinkage, because

checking occurred long before most of the cells reached

fiber saturation. Internal sapwood checks caused by nega-

tive pressure may also occur in living trees with low den-

sity earlywood during periods of summer drought and are a

severe problem of short rotation forests (Rozenberg et al.

2002; Ball et al. 2005; Grabner et al. 2006).

Some pit membranes in earlywood pits can be also

ripped out of their sealing position due to high negative

water pressures (Hacke and Sperry 2001). An air injection

pressure of 5 MPa can result in a broken torus of the pit

membranes in Douglas fir earlywood (Domec et al. 2006).

Pit membrane rupture processes caused by high negative

pressures might be another AE source, which is present in

fresh wood but not in pre-dried sapwood. It is not likely

that such negative pressure is reached in mature spruce

earlywood during dehydration because in the whole wood

beam, almost 100% of hydraulic conductivity was already

lost by application of 4 MPa pressure. Norway spruce

trunk wood has however a much higher hydraulic vulner-

ability than Douglas fir trunk wood (Rosner et al. 2008;

Domec et al. 2009). Therefore, much lower negative

pressures might be necessary to cause pit membrane rup-

ture in Norway spruce trunk wood.

Pre-dried wood was more vulnerable to the breakage of

the water columns inside the tracheids than fresh wood:

less pressure application was necessary in pre-dried than in

fresh wood to result in 50% loss of hydraulic conductivity.

Cavitation fatigue has been reported only for broadleaved

species; there it is probably due to rupture or loosening of

the cellulose mesh of inter-conduit pit membranes, which

results in a weakened response of the pits to drought stress

(Hacke et al. 2001; Sperry et al. 2003). Similar damage on

the bordered pit membranes could lead also in conifer

wood to a higher hydraulic vulnerability after refilling. But

even if the pit membranes were not severed, after refilling

small air bubbles might have been trapped in the conduits

that could nucleate the breakage of the water columns

prematurely during subsequent dehydration stress (Hacke

et al. 2001). The lower deformation of water filled trac-

heids due to negative pressure associated with a lower total

number of AE with weaker AE energies might be a direct

function of the increased hydraulic vulnerability of pre-

dried wood. Tracheids with bigger diameters and low wall/

lumen ratio are more prone to deformation under negative

pressure than tracheids with small diameters and high wall/

lumen ratio before the breakage of the water column occurs

(Rosner et al. 2009). If the water column breaks earlier in

re-filled wood due to pit membrane weakening, the

deformation induced by negative pressure will not reach

the maximum value that is possible in fresh wood with

intact pit membranes. If we assume an increase in

hydraulic vulnerability for heartwood, cavitation fatigue

might be somehow advantageous for minimizing dimen-

sional changes induced by negative pressure.

During the first dehydration cycle, negative hydrostatic

pressures or cell wall shrinkage might have as well induced

micro-cracks. We could detect no mechanical failure with

the resolution of 4.5 lm used for X-ray CT scanning. This

however does not mean that mechanical failure did not

occur, because in dried specimens it is sometimes hard to

detect micro-cracks. Radial cracks associated with wood

rays at the transition zone between earlywood and the

latewood formed in the previous vegetation period close

during the final stages of drying (Sakagami et al. 2009).

High single AE events indicate mechanical failure in fresh

wood at moderate water losses (Quarles 1992; Kawamoto

and Williams 2002). Niemz et al. (1994) and Cunderlik

et al. (1996) distinguished two stages during Norway

spruce lumber drying by analyzing AE burst rates. The first

peak in the AE rate was interpreted as checking caused by

surface tension stress, and the second peak (at high water

loss) as checking caused by tensile stresses inside the

samples. The presence of small cracks could have caused

lower stresses due to negative pressure during the second

dehydration cycle after re-saturation.

Cell wall shrinkage after more than 80% relative water

loss induced only a low number of AE with very low AE

energies (Fig. 2). Attenuation in wood decreases, however,

with increasing moisture loss (Beall 2002). Nevertheless,

during the last stages of cell wall shrinkage, no AE was

detected in both fresh and pre-dried wood (Fig. 1), which

indicates that no mechanical failure occurred at high

moisture losses (Booker 1994; Beall et al. 2005).

Conclusion

AE and shrinkage results suggested that fresh sapwood was

more prone to dehydration stresses than pre-dried sapwood.

938 Trees (2010) 24:931–940
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Differences in AE and shrinkage behavior might be due to

changes in pit functioning and mechanical failure. Perma-

nently closed pits, pit membrane rupture and micro-cracks

that developed during the first dehydration cycle will produce

no AE during the second dehydration cycle, after re-wetting.

Additionally, cavitation fatigue might lower dehydration

stress and thus dimensional changes because the breakage of

the water columns occurs at less negative pressures. There-

fore, a higher number of AE with higher AE energies were

measured in fresh than in pre-dried dehydrating wood. If we

assume that pre-dried wood resembles somehow heartwood,

pit aspiration and cavitation fatigue might be advantageous

for avoiding internal checking in living trees by reducing

daily stem diameter variations.
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